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Introduction to decentralized finance 
 

1. Blockchain  

Every explanation of decentralized finance starts has to start with blockchain. Blockchain and its best known 

implementation, cryptocurrency, allow peer-to-peer transactions without the need of an intermediary, such as 

a traditional bank. In this way, it decentralizes the market place.  

The blockchain technology consists of having a bunch of nodes, usually a network of computers, to build and 

come to a consensus on an ever-growing series of “blocks”, or batches of transactions, (known as the 

blockchain). We’ll explain this concept a bit more using Ethereum (below) as an example.  

Each node communicates to a subset of the network, known as its peers. Whenever a node wishes to include a 

new transaction on the blockchain, it sends a message to its peers, who send it to their peers, and so on. Some 

nodes are assigned the task of keeping track of the new transactions and use them to create new blocks, which 

they then add to the rest of the network. These are called “miners”.  

Whenever a node receives a block, it checks the validity of the of the block and all the of the transactions 

contained within it. If valid, it adds it to the blockchain and executes all of the transactions.  

 

2. Ethereum 

Decentralized finance uses blockchain technology to allow smart contracts to happen. Smart contracts are 

those that have some kind of terms and conditions written in software code. In most cases, execution of 

transactions happen automatically when certain pre-defined conditions (included in the code) are met.  

Most of the DeFi applications are build on Ethereum, one of the most popular blockchains, and digital 

currencies like USD Coin (USDC), a tokenization of US Dollars on the blockchain.  

The smart contract is enabled by what’s called a vending machine. The vending machine is an automated 

version of a contract, expressed in the form of electrical hardware as illustrated by the below example 

• You pay the displayed price by inserting money into the machine, the machine dispenses a drink 

• You don’t pay the displayed price, it doesn’t dispense a drink 

• If you paid the displayed price but the machine didn’t dispense a drink, or if it dispensed a drink even 

though you didn’t pay the displayed price, then there is a violation of the contract 

The vending machine is able to manage its contractual obligations completely autonomously without human 

intervention (Coinbase, 2020). 

Ethereum allows for an improved version of a smart contract compared to bitcoin, of which the goal is mainly 

the storage of value. Ether (ETH) is the cryptocurrency designed as a way to reward miners on the Ethereum 

network for adding blocks to the blockchain. This way, new transactions are continuously being processed and 

new Ether is being created at a consistent rate.1 

Other difference between Ethereum and Bitcoin include 

 
1 The rewards are referred to as transaction fees. They differ in size by computational complexity, bandwidth use, and storage needs (in a 
system known as gas), while bitcoin transactions compete by means of transaction size in bytes – Source: Wikipedia 
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- Ethereum is a smart contract platform which allow entities to leverage blockchain technology to 

create numerous different digital ledgers and can be used to create additional cryptocurrencies that 

run on top of its blockchain. Bitcoin is a form of digital money where users can send, receive and hold 

a fixed supply of bitcoin.  

- The goal of Ethereum is to run applications, not to serve as an alternative payment method 

- Mining of Ether generates new coins 

So we have learned about blockchain, smart contracts and the Ether currency. Let’s have a look at how these 

concepts are translated into practical applications.  

 

3. DeFi Illustrated – Art sector & NFT’s   

Let’s have a look at how these concepts could translate into real-world applications.  

An important application that relies on Ethereum includes the creation of new tokens. To understand DeFi in 

the art sector, it’s important to know that these tokens can either be fungible or non-fungible. Think of it the 

way you think about traditional money – if you lend someone 10 dollars, you don’t care whether they give you 

back the original bank note or another 10 dollar bank note. In this way, money is fungible.  

• fungible: identical, limitless and interchangeable  

• non-fungible = unique, non-interchangeable and representing scarce assets 
Example digital collections: Cryptopunks, Hashmasks, Cryptokitties 

Example marketplaces: Opensea.io, Nifty Gateway 

Example NFT facilitators: Mintable, Async Art, Mintbase, SuperRare 

Example applications: Sorare (gaming), AAVE (lending) 

The potential for new applications mostly lies in non-fungible tokens (NFT’s) and the underlying ERC-721 

system, composing over 8000 contracts to date.  

Let’s illustrate the working for artists like graphical designers, painters, 3D artists... When creating an artwork, 

they can validate it’s their work by linking the work to an NFT. In this way, they are tokenizing their artwork 

with the option of providing details like creator, creation date, information around the artwork etc.  

The artist can then sell the artwork and associated token and in this way, transfer the ownership but 

maintaining a proof of authenticity.  The work is linked to a publicly available contract code.  

When you buy an NFT, you are buying a token and underlying, the work of a digital art linked to it. The 

transaction is registered on the blockchain, a decentralized database. While anyone can display a digital asset 

from the internet, the image, video or sound does not belong to them and they cannot trade it. NFT’s protect 

the artists’ authorship and make a secondary market possible.2  

Think of the painter who’s painting gets sold to a buyer, but as the perceived value increases, every 

time a sale occurs, the painter gets payed a fraction of the new price and benefits from the rise in the 

value of the unique asset he/she created. Same goes for photographers, music artists, etc  

In practice, an artist could list the work on their website and prepare a blockchain version (which is 

really easy). When he or she finishes that process, they will be given an address for the contract. The 

artist would display the address next to the work on their site, providing a single-source of verification. 

The address can be verified by simple searching it on etherscan.io.  

 
2 We highly recommend the interview of Mark Cuban on The Defiant Youtube channel. He lays out some examples how NFT’s could change 

the revenue model of entire industries, as the token allows them to receive a proportion of the selling price every time an item is sold and 

subsequently resold: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GdGseBuuq_I&ab_channel=TheDefiant.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GdGseBuuq_I&ab_channel=TheDefiant
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For example contract code - 0x2a46f2ffd99e19a89476e2f62270e0a35bbf0756 is the newest work of 

Anna Zhilyaeva. Currently, auction bidding for the art work stands around 45k USD.   

Other NFT applications can be found in areas like gaming, real estate, regulation, finance and many others. Any 

product or service in which the registration of ownership is important, can likely benefit from the use of NFT’s.   

 

4. China and the DeFi industry 

Many believe that China has been a laggard in the growth of DeFi applications, particularly due government 

(past) restrictions on cryptocurrency. Initially, the government feared cryptocurrency would reduce control 

over capital flows in wealthy Chinese exchanging their Yuan for US dollars or other currencies. Realizing it could 

not act on the regulatory restrictions, it had little choice but to change its view. Analyst refer to it as the 

Chinese state taking a “blockchain, not bitcoin” approach.  

Since China began publicly talking about approving licenses for blockchain companies two years ago, their 

activity in the space has accelerated. In the first month of 2020 over 33,000 blockchain companies registered in 

the country (Qu, 2020).  

Binance, Huobi and Kucoin, three Chinese exchange giants, have made efforts to get into the DeFi space. 

Binance recently rolled out its patented blockchain, where developers can build DeFi applications on the 

platform, while Huobi launched DeFi Labs to back DeFi hopefuls. All three exchanges have listed DeFi assets 

such as governance tokens for trading. (Coindesk, 2020).  

 

Company Scope 
Token 

Number of Coins/Pairs 
on Exchange3 

Ownership 

Binance Blockchain and cryptocurrency 
infrastructure provider. Research, 
training, accelerator.  

BinanceCoin (45 
USD bln market 

cap) 
284/951 

VC-backed (e.g. Vertex 
Ventures) 

Huobi 
Cryptocurrency Exchange, Blockchain and 
DeFi accelerator 

Huobi Token (3.52 
bln USD market 

cap) 
310/864 

¨Publicly listed (HK), 902 
mio USD 

Kucoin Cryptocurrency Exchange 
KuCoin (385 mio 

USD) 
281/565 

VC-backed (e.g. Matrix 
Partners, IDG Capital) 

Okex Cryptocurrency Exchange 

OKB 232/546 Unknown 

Kiki Cryptocurrency Exchange 

N/A 470/515 Unknown 

Others include 
BTCC, Bitfinex, Coinmama, cex.io, paybis,kraken, btcc 

 

 

 

 

 
3 Data obtained from Coingecko.com 


